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USING MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY ON GREY LEVEL IMAGES
FOR POWDER MATERIALS
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ABSTRACT

The visible upper surface shape of powder aggregates is studied with a SEM (scanning
electron microscope) using the grey levels in the images. On the one hand, some new
parameters for individual analysis such as volume, surface, maximum height or number of
maxima per particle are defined. On the other hand, some other parameters and functions can
describe the whole powder, such as global roughness or granulometry. Those global parameters
were firstly defined for topological studies. They are fitted to powders. Then, for both kinds of
parameters, one has to pay attention to images borders as some particles hit the frame. The
answer to this problem is different whether one works with individual or global parameters.
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INTRODUCTION

Powders are usually studied using physical methods like sedimentation or laser
diffraction, which gives only information about size. Binary image analysis is also ofien used on
thresholded images from SEM or optical microscopes, which gives shape parameters in
addition to size parameters. But images should not always be thresholded because the
important part of information coming from grey nuances would never be taken into account.
Hénault (1992), Prod'homme (1992) and Gauthier (1994) have already been searching for new
kinds of parameters based on grey level information on non planar surface images (fractures,
ceramic films, simulated surfaces). The scope of our work is different in so far as we do not
study the whole image but only areas of interest where the particles of powder are.

Powders, digital images capture and pre-treatment

Very small powders can be investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM). Very
small powders of different batches of BaTiO3 were dispersed in ethanol and scattered on a
mirror polished brass stand. They were then observed using the SEM at 3500 times
magnification. Digital images with 5l2*S12 pixels, 256 grey levels and a 70 nm sided square
pixel are straightaway obtained. The physical meaning of grey levels in SEM images is complex,














